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as a Groupof Methods
Geostatistics
Variables
AdvancedMappingof Geological
in HydrocarbonReservoirs

is a well-known and advanced mapping tool in geologS'of hyreservoirs as well as in geosciences in general. It offers a lot of
methods and techniques for mapping of all geological variables
could defrne a subsurface volume with oil and gas reserves. These
can be obtained from all types of measurements in petroleum rnlike seismic, well cores or well logs. In the last decade, many reserirs of different lithologies (clastics, carbgnate, metamorphic) had been
by kriging and cokriging (as deterministic methods) as weII as by

tial GaussianSimulations (as a stochasticmethod) in the Croatian
of the Pahnonian Basin System. The results gave more detailed in-

ffit in reservoir space,i.e. more preciselyoutlined petrophysicalparame-

of reservoirs, the role of faults and the borders of the field structures.
emphasised the recommendation for using geostatistics in reservorr
malysis, especially in the development phase when more data are

Geostatistics as a Group of Methocts

available, for all types of lithoiogies, but especially in sandstone and
breccia-conglomerate reservoirs with dominant primary porosity. This set
of mapping methods can be considered as an udr^.r""d mapping tool.
t

I
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1. Short Review of Geostatistics Hystory
In the world petroleum companies and in most of prominent universities
with chairs for oil and gas, geostatistics is a standaid tool implemented in
hydrocarbon reservoir characterisation, i.e. for estimation and mapping
of geological variables in the subsurface. Most geostatisticians use tfie na]
sic division of geostatistical methods into the three groups: (a) methods
for spatial analysis (with variogram as the most ofte-n sulh method), (b)
interpolation methods (kriging and cokriging) and (c) stochastic sirrmla_
tions (conditional and unconditional, and sequential and indicator).
Moreover, contemporary terminology distinguishes the terms ..method',
and "technique", e.g. kriging is a method, but simple Krig.ing is a technique. Also, the word "tool" often can be used as r rynorryL fir method,
stressing the fact that each geostatistical method is also"an engineering
tool for mapping.
Historically, the term "geostatistics" had been established by prof. Georges Math6ron and his colleagues from the high school in Fontainebleau,
France, describing methods developed for estimations of gold concentration in mines, and later for other ores. such idea had f,een developed
mostly independently from dominant works and papers in the field of
spatial statistics in that time, using own, original terminology and style.
Math6ron published the first results of his research in the doctoral thesis
and_severalpapers from the 1960s (Math6ron, 1962,1968, 1965). These
works are still considered as the milestones in geostatistics and are often
cited. It was the first time that kriging was described as a mathematical
method, which is still considered as the best tool for deterministic estimation of a variable in space.As it was mentioned, kriging (then still an un_
named method) had first been applied in mapping of g.o'idore in south African mines, for the problem of ore dispersed in nuggets. It had been
dgne by Krige (1951), and in his honour the metholcl-had been called
"kriging". Math6ron was the first who showed kriging theory as
an
equivalent of the least squares method applied to a iinear Gaussian
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L, which was later well explained in many books like Journel &
regts (1978), because Journel was a Math6ron student and later the

mder of geostatistics at Stanford University. Somewhat earlier, Davrs
Sampson(1973)publishedone of the most famousworks in the field of
rtion of statistics and data analysis in geology.Authors presented
of statistical tools that geologists usually use, describing not only
:ed analytical methods like multivariate analysis or time-series
is, but also geostatistical tools like kriging. Furthermore' Brian

in his first book about geostatistics (Ripley, 1981) explicitly
a connection between the least squares method and the linear

ninent universities
ool implemented in
ation and mapping
sticians use the baFoups: (a) methods
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stochastic simulaal and indicator).
te terms "method"
r Kriging is a technon]-m for method,
rlso an engineering

rhed by Prof. Georlirr Fontainebleau,
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the doctoral thesis
1963, 1965). These
istics and are often
a-. a mathematical
terministic estimaI ,then still an unlld ore in South Afggets. It had been
d had been called
ging theory as an
a Linear Gaussian

ian model. Years later, Nodl Cressie (Cressie, 1991) described
geostatistics as one of the three main fields of spatial statistics. Other
ko *e discrete spatial variation and spatial point processes.Here we
also need to mention first geostatistical books in Croatia, as well as the
first dissertation on the theory and application of variogram analysis in
Cmatian hydrocarbon reservoirs. In 2003 (Malvii, 2003) published his
PhD thesis presenting one-dimensional variogram analysis of porosity
and permeability data from cores taken from the sandstonereservoirs of
Miocene age in the Bjelovar Subdepression.
It was followed by Andridevii et al. (2007), which published a book at the
Faculty of Civil Engineering and Architecture in Split titled "Geostatistics: skill of spatial analysis". They describedthe history of geostatistics
as well as deterministic and stochasticmodelling methods.The book includes a lot of nice examples,mostly calculated and interpolated from difand
ferent measured data of parameters mostly for underground waters
'Applica(Malvii,
2008)
book
by
the
aquifers. Very soon, it was followed
tion of geostatistics in geological data analysis" where author gave reviews ofthu most often applied geostatistical theory in the analysis of oil
and gas reservoirs as well as many examples.They incLudedvariograms,
-.pr interpolated by kriging and cokriging methods and sequential
GaussianSimulations. Results are given for different reservoir lithologies
in the Croatian part of the Pannonian Basin System.

2. Geostatisticsin Hydrocarbon ReservoirCharacterisation
'conThe beginning of the use of (geo)statisticsis linked to the period of
temporary reservoir characterisation', which started in the early 1980s.
Mor-eover,use of geostatisticsand statistics in the exploration and development of hydrocarbon reservoirs is closely connected,which is normal

Malvii,
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becausegeostatisticsis basedon somebasic statistical values and procedures of application of statistics in data processing for exploration and
production of hydrocarbons(e.g.Jensen et al., 200b).
The need for new and improved characterisationmethods aroseas a result of very simplified figures of subsurfaceused in petroleum industry. It
is very strange,becausethe field ofhydrocarbon explorationand production attracted the high-level experts and huge financial funds. Diiadvantages had been especially noticeable in describing reservoir characteristics in inter-well area. There interpolated values often were not confirmed, in acceptableranges, with new wells, injected chemical fluids or
water rose in unexpected locations or too early, and recovery was often
less than expected.It is why geologistsand petroleum enginLersstarted
to study someother scientific disciplines,primarily geostJtisticsand statistics, as tools for models improving, introducing uncertainties that
could be described.
Furthermore, natural laws are mostly describedpurely deterministically,
but then there exist huge limitations in their application in subsurface
conditions, becauseengineer knowledge about re,servoirsincludes more
or lessunknown variableswith stochasticproperties.It is especiallyvalid
for clasticrocks as lithologieswith the majority of reservoirs.Clasticsedimentation is the result of numerousprocessesthat lasted for long periods
and are responsible for the texture and structure of reservoir sediments
(e.g. gr_anulometryand sorting of clastics) as well as petrophysical properties. It was just this complexity of natural processesand their rur.titr irt
subsurfacethat pointed out geostatisticsand statisticsas disciplinesthat
'make order'
in different measurements and datasets. Eventually such
approach led to rules and regularities expressedthrough the vaiues of
variance, mean value, variograms etc. using geostatistics, geological
model can be upgraded in a detailed object-basedmodel, describing rJrurvoir architectureand/or distribution ofreservoir variables.In fact, reservoir geostatisticshad been developedin three directions, dependingon
the school and the country where it was studied. The first emphas"ised
the importance of object modelling for describing reservoir facies,and the
main work had been done in Norway. American school (Stanford) mainlv
worked at the development and application of different techniques of indicator and sequential simulations. The third initiative cime from
French Institute for Petroleum, abbr. IFp*a (in French Institut
frangais
du pdtrole), where methods based on truncated random functions had
been used. Through decadesall three approacheshave evolved to have
very much in common, often representing alternatives for the sameinput
dataset (from seismic,cores,Iogs, indicator transformed measurements
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defining 3D geological model of a heterogemodelling, two large, partially different,
- exploration and developing. They are difquality of data, and consequently the way of

geostatistics.

Figure 1. Use of geostatisticsregarding the phasesof exploration
and developmentof hydrocarbonreservoirs
1 outlines two categories for reservoir variable prediction - deterand stochastics. Any system is deterministic if for the same input

alwap-sgives the same output. For example, the porosity map interpoted for the same input dataset, using the same interpolation method,
;s results in the equal map. On the contrary, a completely random
m would for the same input always give a different output. But crern of such geological model is completely meaningless, because there is
parameter for prediction. Stochastic system is a so called hybrid model
here between determinism and randomness, because in one part
ing uncertainties of reservoir variables, but also enough data for

model creation. stochasticmodelsare very applicablein reservorr
isation, also showing areas with higher or lesser uncertainties
reser-voir prediction. Using such approach reservoirs can be classified

three categories(after Jensen et al., 2000):
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1. Completely deterministic reseruoirs where inter-well area is ambiguously determined, correlated in details, with well-known structural
framework and lithologies. Such reservoirs are very rare and represented by small structures or mature fields at the end of production
with large number of wells and there is no need for new drilling (or
only control wells). AIso, several sequential geological models are
modelled and the last and most reliable one is set as the geological
framework of the field.

2 . Stochastical reseruoirs are those where there are some uncertainties
in our knowledge about the geological variables, but generally geological framework is well known and correlated. However, there are still
some unknowns, especially in the inter-well area. Majority of reservoirs is just of such kind, and they are the main target for application
of geostatistics.
J.

Reseruoirs of mostly unpredictable parameters are generally rare.
Some prospects with assumed hydrocarbon reservoirs can be
classified into this group. Such reservoirs are geologically modelled
in the exploration phase when the field area includes few or no
wells. This category also includes possible reserues described in
regional studies, or reserves of P10 probability. Unfortunately, in
such cases geostatistics, and even statistics, can not be applied due
to lack of analytical data. Analogy is the most often used modelling
method.

The critical moment in modelling of any reservoir is defining a typical
reservoir, as a base for production prognosis with several scenarios. The
reservoirs that are longer in production can be an easier target for revision or improving of the geological model. Deterministic modelling methods are more easily interpretable than stochastic, because theoretically
results do not include uncertainties. But in reality, just a few geological
variables are really deterministic. Sometimes these properties can be
added for "classical" variables like porosity and reservoir thickness, with
large number of data (wells), and can be considered as deterministic, i.e.
variables appropriate for deterministic estimation (like regression,
kriging etc.). If a secondary variable like seismic data is also available, deterministic estimation of the primary variable is even easier with another
set of methods (like Kriging with External Drift, cokriging etc.). It is especially useful in the development phase when accuracy of the model at
the small scale is particularly important.
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WELL LOGGING ANALYSES

Figure 2: Application of geostatistics in different phases
of geological model creation

has many desirable properties for the creation and improving
d geological models in most hydrocarbon reservoirs. It is an extremely
fesible tool, simple for using with different computer packages, which can
he applied in the phases of exploration and development of reservoirs. It
also gives some degree of quantification in reservoir geologr, which is exfemely important when geological models are input for calculation of hy&ocarbon reserves of all kinds (proved, probable and possible). Eventually,

Malvi6, T.: Geostatistics as a

a quantified geologicalmodel with geologicalvariables expressedmostly
numerically is a very good_basis-fordynamic reservoir moiels .ruutuJ
ti
petroleum engineers,as a base for production prognosrs.

3. Basic Geostatistical Methods (Tools)
are many geostatistical methods, and even more techniques, for
T.!gr"
different purposes of.mapping of hydrocarbon reservoirs. vtanytf
tirem
are used-in very specific tasks, when some particular geologicaivariables
need to be outlined in reservoir space. AlJo, each ofihese methods
in_
cludes more or less uncertainties in modelling, minimizing them
as the
number of data increases.

3.1. Variogrom
This is the basic method for spatial analysis, often called semivariogram
(because function can be displayed us '2y''or ,y').variogram
summarizes
all differencesbetween estimation and measuredpoinis inside sEarchingellipsoid
(1).

2y(h) =

N(h)
Sr-

N(h)

)lz(u,)

- z ( u , + h)l'

(1)

Where:
- number of data pairs compared
N(h)
at distance ,b'
'u,'
- values at location
z(u,)
z(u, * h) - va}ues at locatiorr 'ttrn+ h'

The first result of variogram analysis is an experimental variogram curve
where five variables.canbe
_read:nugget (cJ, sill or variancJ(c), range
(a), distance (h) and lag. Also,
a ,raiibgram is characterised by surr"ili
properties. Anisotropy is the most important and describeschanges
in
the above-mentioned variables due to the variogram direction. Aniso_
tropy in reservoirs is most often the result of the direction of structure
and changes in reservoir lithologS' and stratigraphy. Eventually,
variograms in anisotropic (heterogeneous)reservoirs*are iefined by two
axes, i.e. axis of maximum continuity and of minimum continuity.
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rr, if reservoir variograms have the same sill and different range
rmetric anisotropy.But if both variables changevalues with direcis zonal anisotropy which is harder for modelling. The so called
or extreme values have the greatest influence on the vanogTam

sometimes, they can be removed from dataset if they represent
and rare measurements.

rore techniques, for
'ou's. Many
of them
geological variables
I these methods inmizing them as the

all experimental models can be mathematically extrapolated by
cretical models: spherical, exponential, Gaussian, Iinear and loga(Hohn, 1988). The first three models are most often used fbr intion oi geological variables, and, on the other hand, models

sill are very rare.
oximation of experimental curves can be done by making also a commodel that is a summation of two or more theoretical models with

rangesand sills. It is nestedmodel (2).

y(h): r ,(h)+ r ,(h)+ r ,(h)+ ...
lled semivariogram
anoqram summarizes
de searchingellipsoid

(2)

gram analysis is not limited by the scale of data sampling. It means
In experimental variogram can be calculated for, e.g. porosity valaveraged for wells distances in kilometres, but also for data on dis-

in meters or centimetres.
(1)
Kriging and cokriging

re'h'

al rariogram curve
rariance (C), range
rerised by several
scribes changes in
r direction. Anisoertion of structure
aph).. Eventually,
rre defined by two
rmum continuity.

tion is equal to the true expectation of the entire (possible)population'
Estimator is a term for methodology.
(3)'
Linearity of estimation makes all calculation significantly simpler
The values of a regionalized variable at a selectedlocation (Z) arc estimated basedon surrounding hard-data (Z) to which the relevant weighting coefficient (7) is added.Also, estimation assumesthat z, ualueshave
no"rmal (Gaussian) distribution, using the assumption of the Central
Limit Theorem, i.e. distribution of a variable with assumedlarge number
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of measurements (without regarding probability distribution function of
such events).

,,=it,.z,

(3)

Weighting coefficients are calculated from the system of kriging linear
equations (e.g. Journel & Huijbregts, 1978; Hohn, 1988; Liebhold et al.,
1993 etc.). Kriging very well interpolated data grouped in clusters also allows that some coefficients are negative. Moreover, it is a method where
values of weighting coeffrcients depend only on distances among control
points (hard-data), not on their values, what emphasises kriging as a
'statistical
'spatial'
distances', i.e. autoestimator based on the so called
correlation of a mapped variable.
There are many kriging techniques developed for different purposes and
variables in geolog5r and geosciences in general. Those are Simple
Kriging, Ordinary Kriging (Figure 3), Indicator Kriging, Uniuersal
Kriging, Disjunctiue Kriging etc. The first two techniques are the most
applied techniques in the mapping of hydrocarbon reservoirs.

Figure 3: Porosity map interpolated by Ordinary Kriging in a clastic (breccia)
oil reservoir. The age is Badenian and location is the eastern part of the Drava
Depression.The porosity scale is in colour (blue is 4Vo,red is I}Vo).

Cokriging, like kriging, comprises similar techniques (Simple Cokriging,
Ordinary Cokriging etc.). The necessarycondition is introduction of a
secondaryvariable that is: (a) in logical physical connection with the
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variable, (b) much dense sampled, (c) significantly correlated by
variable.

variant of cokriging is the so called collocated cokriging, where
point there is the right equal number of the primary and secondiable data. Then estimation is based on calculation of two sets of
(in size) matrix equations. But, generally cokriging estimation can
as (4):
nn

zc:

\a.

s

Ll'2.+

LXi'si

i=l

J=r

(4)

- identical to kriging equation
_ - identical to kriging matrices,but appliedfor secondaryvariable
I,'si

Stochasticsimulotions
hastic simulations are a special set of geostatistical methods, serving
e different purpose than interpolation methods. Sequential Gaussian
simulation (b.g.-inDubrule, 1998;Isaaks & srivastava, 1989 and Kelkar
& Perez, 2002) is one of the most used modelling tools in hydrocarbon
reservoir modelling, which can be applied to reservoir data with normal
distribution, originally or after transformation. Such data have known
expectanceand standard deviation (Pd).

m a clastic (breccia)
rn patt of the Drava
L. red is 107o).

,Simple Cokriging,
s introduction of a
onnection with the

In simulation, existing measurements (well hard-data) keep constant values in each realization, and this kind of simulation is called conditional
simulation Another type is unconditional simulation where also input
hard-data can be changed in each realization. But, each type of simulation uses variogram and kriging as necessary inputs, where kriging is
called zero-realization lhat is deterministic and gives information about
ra) average value (expectance) for data (p), (b) kriging variance (o*), (c)
ranges for simulated values, most often 35 *3O around p, covering 99o/oof all
possibleresults.
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In all other 'empty' cells values are simulated; very often using sequential Gaussian Simulation method. This procedure requires that data have
properties of normal distribution originally or after transformation. Estimation is done in all 'empty' cells selected in random order (1.t introduction of randomness). The value is estimated by kriging or cokriging from
spatial ellipsoid, taking also into account earlier simulated valuei that
could be in such ellipsoid. Each such point also has a defined uncertaint-v
interval i3o, where viriance (o) is calculut"d in zerc-realization.Then any values
from this interual could be selectedas the final value (2"d introduction of randomness).When it is repeatedfor all cells on the map one realizationis finished.
Entire simulation includes so many realizations as it is defined in the calculation
and there are different methods how to select one or several which are the most
appropriate for the geological model (Figure 4). Very often, the number of
realizations done is 100, due to the statistical rule that such set comprises 95Vo of all possible realizations. But, selection of several realizations is again often done using statistics, selecting e.g. rcarization p10
(90vo of alr realizations have higher values of all summed cells for the
mapped variable), P50 (50Varealization is higher) or PgO (I0To realization
is higher).

Iig"tg 4: Porosity P50 realization estimated by Sequential Gaussian
Simulations in a clastic (breccia) gas reservoir. The age is Badenian
and location is the western part of the Drava Depression. The porosity
scale is in colour (red is close to jvo, green to 2.svo and blue io bvo).
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ll summed cells for the
or P90 (70Vorcalization

dthe
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exics is one of standard geologicaltools that is applied in the
apof h5idrocarbonre-servoirs'.It is ] nart. of
;ft;;"l"pment
in geol"ti"ii"r, which allows introducing mathematical exactness
interpretation There are also ?oT" oth:1li:"lry-"d u-rrd
in geo"uri"t
nethods that are, with geostatistical ones, most often u_sed
linear
of
methods
are
Those
of hydrocarbJn ,"r"rrroirs.
;;nfi"f
^'{
^f
F^rrrsA
nreviouslv
previously
course'
of
and'
distance weighting
i'i#"rr"
i ktlgittg, cokriging and simulations'
kriging. In simple linis in the base of regression as weII as of
'c' is the.valu" d
Y:bi+c the parameter
-""
11111
stvvvrvrr
'b' is^ ^r^-^
"q""tian
Moreover,regressron,ls€r method
line' l\/[nrc
of li--o
slope^f
and
axis
at
i
Y
im;
int estimation (not spatial) becauseall hard-datu.huYgt\e yme

It means
rnce (they are not weighted according to spatial location)'
at
values
estimation is strictly iin"ur, which means that- estimated

margin (of map oi ,"gr"rrion

line) are underestimated and at

overestimated.

'b' from regression equation is
krigrrrg and cokriging the parameter
rngJa iv kriging -"utti"". - (of - variograms,. or, "oJutL"i::tl ^-YI:l"
(hard-data)to estimatedcell are counted'

p"i"tr
;il;, ;i";-;;?"i
for data clustettlq: Tt
methodsare u^nbiased
.hr;;.y, ;"ostatistic'J
"varying

oi weighting coefficient can minimize estimation
addition,
Geostatlsiical simriiatioi, ut" based on geostatistical determin;;".
with each estifutic method, but also incorporate uncertainties linked
of data
number
the
with
connected
nated ceII. Uncertainties .r" ul*uyt
thefor
parameters
statistical
and
from which we assumetrue behaviour
one
that
possible
-tk-q
properties
or"ti"ur (infinity) population. These
probable
equally
simulation contains iirany possible and mathematically
mapping property of this set of simularealizations, which is u
"r.iq""
rrons.
eguential Gaussian
he age is Badenian
ession. The porosity
-r and blue to \Vo).

(as mathematically advanced
Disadvantagesof geomathematicalmethods
the fact that
t-""I.t are ilostly conrrected with lack of data' due to
and
distribution
all datasets need to be approximated with normal
smaller
datasets
some statistical prop"rtiur.'Il is almost a rule that in
Firstly, experithan 10 values g"oitutirti.s use is not recommended.
numerous
mental variograms then can be modelled only with extremely
deterministic maps are characterisedwith'bull-eyes'
is considered
"rr"-pti""s,"a.rd
;ii""t in almost the entire area. I[ is why 20 hard-data
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as some kind of minimum for mapping of geological variables of
hydrocarbon reservoirs in the croatian part of-the Pannonian Basin systJ-. f" strongly anisotropic reservoirs this limit can be even higher
correlated
iir-ao hard-dlia). Howwer, if some reliable, strongly
number
this
available,
is
r".o"auty variable like seismic attributes
geostatistical
each
case,
can also be decreasedto 15 values. In any
results can be validated visually compared with geological maps interpoi"t"a with other types of methods or with numerical results of
cross-validation.
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